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Abstract: This paper describes optimisation method for designing sensoric layout for Active Structural 
Health Monitoring (A-SHM) by Ultrasonic Guided Waves (UGW) on metal and non-metal (composite) 
materials. The SHM sensors need to be placed optimally in order to detect structural damage with high 
probability before the damage turns critical. Configuration of used optimisation algorithm for such task 
is not straightforward. Differential Evolution (DE) has two configuration parameters – the mutation 
factor F and the crossover rate CR – whose settings largely influence the solution quality the 
optimisation process can yield. For that matter we describe an elaborated a method to guide this 
selection towards good results using visual heat maps with the intent to select best DE’s variant and 
particular configuration to receive the most optimal SHM sensorics layout.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) is the process of implementing a damage detection strategy on 

structures. This paper is focused on the Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) by the Ultrasonic Guided 

Waves (UGW) which are researched at the Brno University of Technology on the Institute of Aerospace 

Engineering. 

Typical materials used in structural design are natural waveguides. Therefore, SHM using Ultrasonic 

Guided Waves such as Lamb waves for active sensing provide great opportunity to obtain information 

about the current state of structures. The most challenging issue is the optimal placement of sensor/ 

actuator on structure with limited number of actuators/sensors while covering the entire surface of 

the monitored structure. 

There are many studies on optimal sensor placement, but only few of them are viable for UGW or 

Lamb-wave SHM.  This paper provides a performance comparison of two optimization methods which 

are viable for UGW or Lamb-wave SHM. Methods independent for metal and non-metal (composite) 

materials are considered.  
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2 SHM IN AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE PROGRAMS 

Aircraft maintenance is linked to aviation programs since the days of the first attempts of man 

controlled flight. Aircraft maintenance and approach to maintenance has undergone significant 

evolution since the beginning of aviation. From repairs after failure through simple maintenance plans 

to modern approaches based on reliability of aircraft parts and systems such as Reliability Centered 

Maintenance or Maintenance Steering Group (MSG-3). With expanding fleets aircraft maintenance 

becomes an immense issue with the ever increasing demands on the effectiveness, cost-efficiency and 

reliability. In the domain of aircraft structures maintenance many various methods of SHM are being 

considered and also practically tested with the aim to completely replace the error-prone human 

element in aircraft structure inspection tasks in the foreseeable future [1]. 

Our approach to the SHM problem can be spotted in employment of ultrasonic guided waves (UGW). 

These waves are excited by piezoelectric actuators/sensors and can provide a highly efficient method 

for the Non-Destructive Evaluation (NDE) and SHM of generic aircraft structures. Especially in the case 

of using for Automated Structural Health Monitoring (A-SHM) at part of structure where access is 

limited of even impossible to common inspection methods. Guided acoustic waves in the range 

between 100-300 kHz have unique detection capability which combines reasonable sensitivity to 

damage with reasonably good propagation range. Guided waves can propagate over several meters 

along the examined structure set under appropriate conditions, yielding rather good damage 

sensitivity [2].  There are many books and papers with focus to this issue which can give detailed 

information on Ultrasonic Guided and Lamb Waves [3, 4]. 

There are many examples established in the area of Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) industry using 
Guided Wave Systems for inspection of pipelines and rails [5, 6]. In the aviation industry there are 
investigated techniques for use of Guided Waves for A-SHM on metal and non-metal materials, 
especially on composites [7, 8]. Typically, an array of sensors is permanently attached to the structure 
and used to emitting UGW energy. The same array can then be used to catch the signals from other 
sensors.  

The key here is to attach limited number of the SHM sensors on well-chosen hot-spots on the aircraft 
structure with the additional aim to restrain weight and complexity of the entire system while keeping 
the SHM levels on the highest coverage levels possible on the area in consideration. This SHM task has 
thus become an optimal sensor placement problem which can be treated with existing set of 
evolutionary algorithms. 

3 EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHMS 

Evolutionary algorithms (EA) based on principles of natural selection belong to very efficient methods 

of global optimization. They are successfully used in many engineering applications. In general, EAs are 

able to find a feasible solution of an optimization problem in a reasonable time. However, when using 

them for complex problems, the time required for finding a suitable solution might be unacceptably 

long. Therefore, many studies were published and lots of experiments were undertaken in effort to 

speed-up evolutionary algorithms. During the last decade, parallelisation became one of the ways of 

improving the computational performance of evolutionary algorithms [9]. 

Furthermore, efficiency of evolutionary algorithms is strongly dependent on correct setting of their 

control parameters. Standard attempt in applications is to set up the values of control parameters by 

tuning via trial-and-error preliminary experiments. This is time-consuming and does not satisfy the 

user's natural requirement for quick and reliable heuristic search algorithm, which should be efficient 

enough to find global optimum without requiring any deeper user’s knowledge. [10] 
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3.1 Genetic Algorithm 

As described in [11], in a genetic algorithm, a population of candidate solutions (called individuals, 

creatures, or phenotypes) to an optimization problem is evolved toward better solutions. Each 

candidate solution has a set of properties (its chromosomes or genotypes) which can be mutated and 

altered; traditionally, solutions are represented in binary as strings of 0s and 1s, but other encodings 

are also possible. [12] 

The evolution usually starts from a population of randomly generated individuals, and is an iterative 
process, with the population in each iteration called a generation. In each generation, the fitness of 
every individual in the population is evaluated; the fitness is usually the value of the objective function 
in the optimization problem being solved. The more fit individuals are stochastically selected from the 
current population, and each individual's genome is modified (recombined and possibly randomly 
mutated) to form a new generation. The new generation of candidate solutions is then used in the 
next iteration of the algorithm. Commonly, the algorithm terminates when either a maximum number 
of generations has been produced, or a satisfactory fitness level has been reached for the population. 

For our experiments the default Matlab implementation of GA has been used. 

3.2 Differential Evolution 

The Differential Evolution (DE) as proposed by Storn and Price [13] is a powerful optimisation 

technique designed for global optimisation. It can be used as a general optimiser, yet its qualities 

emerge in assignments where conventional optimisation techniques fail. There are many successful 

engineering applications of this indeed very strong algorithm like multiprocessor synthesis, neural 

network learning, radio network design or plasma reactor optimisation. 

DE does not explicitly rely on gradient of the optimised problem, it works with multiple agents 

collaborating in a direct-search manner, treating the optimisation problem as a black-box, which 

merely emits a measure of fitness for candidate solutions. DE then creates new candidate solutions by 

combining solutions according a variant-specific chain of rules (see Table 1) from its current set of 

agents (population), accepting new solutions in case of fitness improvement.  

DE treats its population in iteration loops called generations. In each generation every agent (a 

candidate solution - vector of parameters for the optimised model; an individual) is manipulated in 

order to increase its fitness. For example, in the variant DE/best/1 two randomly chosen individuals 

from the population are subtracted one from another. This product undergoes a mutation (multiplied 

by the mutation factor F) giving us a weighted differential vector. Consequently, this is added to the 

best individual from the population (having the best fitness) resulting into a noise vector (denoted as 

v in the Table 1). From this point, the procedure is then the same for all variants. According the 

crossover rate (CR), items from the current (modified) individual and the noise vector are selected in 

order to produce a trial vector (or trial individual), which is evaluated by the cost function. In case its 

fitness is better than fitness of the source individual, it survives into the next generation, while the 

weaker individual does not. 

Table 1: Differential Evolution variants 
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Differential Evolution is considered to be one of the most powerful evolutionary algorithms of present 

days. Besides its good convergence properties, the main advantage of DE lies with its conceptual 

simplicity, ease of use and low number of control parameters. However, like any other evolutionary 

algorithm, the success of DE is also very sensitive on setting of its control parameters. There are three 

DE's control parameters: (1) the population size NP, (2) the mutation factor F (a real-value factor that 

controls amplification of differential variations) and (3) the crossover factor CR (also a real value, 

controlling the crossover operation). 

As the correct configuration of (F, CR) has crucial influence on DE’s performance, many literature 

entries offer starting, default or recommended values. In [10] many of these are summarised, however, 

as later experiments had proven there is no rigid rule one can follow. Every particular optimised 

problem needs to have (F, CR) mapped to find the ones giving best performance and results every or 

at least most of the time.  

4 THE OPTIMISATION TASK  

It has been discovered [14] that in anisotropic materials the pattern of sound wave dissemination has 

an approximate shape of an ellipse (or a circle in isotropic 2D environment, see Figure 1). For that 

matter this same shape has been used in the experiments described later on. 

 

Figure 1: Signal dissemination pattern in isotropic and anisotropic materials [14] 

Uniform section of 500x500 units (mm, cm, pixels/px in this case) is to be populated by SHM sensors 

in such way the entire (or maximal) area is within range of the sensors. The sensor range (dimension 

of the ellipses) was defined as [width x height] = [60 x 120]px while the shapes could be rotated by 45° 

in steps <0; 45; 90; 135; 180; 225; 270; 315>°. Number of sensors was configured as 40. Physical 

dimensions range from 6 to 20mm in diameter. For these simulations, however, these values are not 

substantial. 

Please note, that this is a very simplified mapping of sensors influencing just one other sensor pairs 

(transducer sensors). A more complex scenario where all sensors will have impact on all adjoining ones 

will follow. 

4.1 Optimisation Results 

Both evolutionary algorithms were executed multiple times and the best achieved results are 

presented in Figure 2. The Genetic Algorithm driven by Matlab’s implementation was heavily 

supported by injection of fresh individuals into the population in the moment the algorithm started to 

stagnate (i.e. population’s diversity was low). This feature contributes significantly to find reasonably 

good solution to the optimised problem. 
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Figure 2: Sensor placement results – LEFT: Genetic Algorithm (87.4% of coverage), RIGHT: Differential Evolution (88.2% of 
coverage) 

As Differential Evolution in used implementation does not possess any such feature (there is nothing 

like that defined in the DE realm), its configuration parameters play crucial role in the final result. Such 

dependency can be clearly indicated in a simple heatmap (see Figure 3). The best solutions for this task 

have been raised for DE in configuration with F=0.1, CR=0.4. 

Why is creating heatmaps before running full optimisation so useful? As described in [10] the DE 

configuration parameters are application specific up to such extent where generally recommended 

values (which also vary author by author) raise only average results or even completely preposterous 

ones. Figure 4 depicts some examples of how strongly can DE convergency depend on its configuration 

parameters when executed for dissimilar optimisation tasks. There you can clearly see how much vary 

the areas of best results between different variants of DE and given cost functions. Darker colours 

represent better solutions yielded for particular pair of (F, CR). White crosshairs indicate best set of (F, 

CR) for particular experiment configuration. 
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Figure 3: DE configuration influence on the optimisation result yielded (darker is better; best configuration marked by 
white crosshair) 

 

Figure 4: DE solution quality as function of F an CR control parameters (darker is better; best configuration marked by 
white crosshair) 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 

In this contribution two optimisation methods for placement of sensors for structural health 

monitoring based on ultrasonic guided waves propagation were presented. For this task it is necessary 

to reflect specific application needs, mainly the material structure of composite sections. Evolutionary 

algorithms have proven to be very successful in task of sensor placement. In case of Differential 

Evolution it has been demonstrated that setting of the mutation factor F and crossover rate CR to their 

perfectly correct values is essential to receive a good optimisation result while generally recommended 

configuration values would result into massive optimisation failure. 
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